
 

MEASSUREMENT 

For VU meters the ballistic characteristic is specified as follows: The attack 

time is 300 ms for a value of 99% of the final value with a succeeding 

overshoot of 1 to 1.5%. The decay behavior is identical. Thus VU 

measurements are quite slow and do not respond quickly to peaks in the 

signal. VU measurements were used in broadcast studios in early times. Also 

in HiFi equipment the meters are called VU meters, but usually do not 

feature the specified ballistic behaviors. 

 

The PPM attack time is specified as 10 ms for a value of 90% of the final 

value. This is quite fast, much faster than VU. For good reasons the decay 

behavior is completely different: It is specified as -20 dB in 1.5 seconds. 

Otherwise the level of a short peak would be invisible. PPMs were introduced 

much later and due to their much better responsitivity, they displaced the VU 

meters in studios completely. 

 

In practice, for real audio programs, measured PPM values are a couple of 

dB higher than those of VU meters. In the Audio Level Meter for both modes 

the specified ballistic characteristics are precisely met. For the scale a 

compromise is chosen in order to achieve a common scale for both modes: 

VU meters shall have a linear scale ranging from approx. -20 dB to +3 dB 

while the scales of PPMs are logarithmic and, moreover, scale ranges are 

internationally differently standardized. As the Audio Level Meter can work in 

both modes the compromise is that the scale for both modes is logarithmic 

and reaches from -31 dB to +5.5 dB. 

 

100% MADE IN GERMANY 

Outstanding manufacturing quality and the use of carefully selected 

components is our credo. Assembled in Germany, accurately tested before 

shipping and built for decades. 

 

PRICE & SHIPPING 

795,- EUR incl. Tax, plus shipping. Worldwide shipping. 2 Years warranty.  

 

 

Visualize your audio signals like a 

professional audio enthusiast. 

 

• Two sets of paralleled input 

jacks (RCA) 

• PPM evaluation (10 ms attack 

time to 90% and 1.5 s decay 

time for -20 dB) or VU 

evaluation (300 ms attack and 

decay time to 99% resp. 1%) 

• Sensitivity for 0 dB scale 

adjustable from +5 dBu 

(1377 mV) to -10 dBu (245 mV) 

in 16 steps of 1 dB each 

• Dot or bar display selectable 

• Peak hold function selectable 

for bar display  

• Yellow or green - yellow - red 

dot selectable for dot display  

• Background illumination (all 

passive LEDs dimmed on) 

selectable 

• Brightness adjustable in 4 

steps over a wide range 

 

 

This Audio Level Meter is an analog stereo VU (Volume Unit) meter and PPM (Peak Program Meter) with 2 

LED bars containing 51 bi-color LEDs each. PPM and VU measurements are performed widely meeting the 

according studio standards. The analog signals to be metered can be looped through the Audio Level Meter. 

Different settings can be performed with a 10-fold switch on the rear side. Connection and operation of the 

Audio Level Meter is quite obvious, particularly for those users who have been concerned for many years 

with the technology of their equipment. 

 

DESIGN 

The SSB ALM is available in Black prooxyd® ELOXAL. 

 

 

 

 

CONNECTIVITY 

The ALM connectors. 
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